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Abstract

Smart Border Control (SBC) technologies became a
hot topic in recent years when the European Union
(EU) Commission announced the Smart Borders
Package to improve the efficiency and security of
the border crossing points (BCPs). Although,
BCPs technologies have potential benefits in terms
of enabling travellers’ data processing, they still
lead to acceptability and usability challenges when
used by travelers. Success of these technologies de-
pends on user acceptance. Sentiment analysis is
one of the primary techniques to measure user ac-
ceptance. There exists variety of studies in litera-
ture where sentiment analysis has been used to un-
derstand user acceptance in different domains. To
the best of the authors knowledge, there is no study
where sentiment analysis has been used for measur-
ing the user acceptance of SBC technologies. Thus,
in this study, we propose a fine-tuned transformer
model along with an automatic sentiment labels
generation technique to perform sentiment analysis
as a step towards getting insights into user accep-
tance of BCPs technologies. The results obtained in
this study are promising; given the condition that
there is no training data available from BCPs. The
proposed approach was validated against IMDB re-
views dataset and achieved weighted F1-score of
79% for sentiment analysis task.

1 Introduction

SBC technologies are fully or semi-automated tech-
nologies, used to verify traveller’s identity who is
crossing border(s) without any human (i.e. border
guard) intervention [18]. Typically, these technolo-
gies include: 1) physical barriers like e-gates, 2)
full page e-passport readers, 3) screens to display
instructions, 4) biometics scanners, to name a few.
Figure 1 shows an example of an e-gate. Despite
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Figure 1: An example e-gate1

the potential benefits of the SBC technologies at
BCPs, users (i.e. travellers) perceptions of accept-
ability of the technologies may change with actual
experience of their usability.

The challenges raise from several ethical [1], pri-
vacy and data protection [2] related concerns of
using the technology [3, 9, 32, 49]. Nonetheless,
successful implementation of SBC technologies de-
pends on user acceptance. It is important to under-
stand how a user perceives the technology in use. In
the past, the user perception of technologies has al-
ready been investigated in several studies for other
domains [15, 17, 47], however, to the best of our
knowledge, no study has investigated into user per-
ceptions for SBC technologies in the literature.

The widely used method to understand user per-
ceptions for technology acceptance in literature
is the use of questionnaires. However, this ap-
proach has several disadvantages of bias and lack
of transparency which ultimately leads to wrong
observations of user perceptions [22]. To overcome
these shortcomings in analyzing user perceptions
for technology acceptance, several studies proposed
to analyze online social media content [19, 33, 51].

There is vast body of literature available on
understanding user perceptions for technology ac-
ceptance using social media content in other

1http://morphodys.com/en/solution e-gates.php
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domains like block chain[33], e-commerce[10],
healthcare[40], advertising[26], etc. Particularly,
there is a lack of studies focusing on user accep-
tance for SBC technologies. In this study, we fo-
cus on filling this research gap by analyzing Twit-
ter data using a fine-tuned transformer model [52]
along with an automatic sentiment labels genera-
tion technique.

The remaining part of the paper is structured
as follows: Section 2 explains existing studies and
state-of-the-art methods related to understanding
user perceptions from social media data. Section 3
shows the details of the overall proposed methodol-
ogy including datasets, experiments and evaluation
criteria. Section 4 shades light on major results and
discussions from the experiments conducted. Sec-
tion 5 concludes the paper and presents the future
works.

2 Related Works

In recent years, many researchers have worked on
understanding of user perceptions from online so-
cial media data [33, 51, 20]. Also, sentiment anal-
ysis and topic modelling are among others widely
used techniques for this purpose. This section dis-
cusses some of the recent studies focusing on user
perceptions analysis in general and in the context
of technology acceptance in different domains.

Mnif et al. in [33] analyzed the user perceptions
related to the acceptance of blockchain technolo-
gies. The authors collected 5000 tweets from Twit-
ter between 01/12/2020 and 31/01/2021 related to
blockchain technology. The focused perceptions
were related to the usefulness of blockchain, ease
of use perceived by users and social norms affect-
ing blockchain technology acceptance. The authors
used lexicon based approach by using NRC [34]
and Harvard-IV dictionaries [16] to analyse the col-
lected tweets. The analysis consisted of finding out
how many tweets were positive and negative re-
lated to blockchain perceptions. In addition, posi-
tive and negative tweets were further analysed into
joy, trust, surprise and fear, sadness, anger, disgust
respectively.

Chen et al. in [51] performed sentiment analysis
on data collected from tweets related to the face-
book libra digital currency technology (FLDCT)
in order to analyse the technology acceptance for
FLDCT. Majority of user perceptions under anal-
ysis were related to digital currency, bitcoin, reg-
ulations and trust. Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [44] and Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count
(LIWC) [48] language analysis tools were used to
extract major topics and sentiments of the users.

Gupta et al. in [20] analysed the user percep-

tions related to COVID-19 on Twitter platform.
Majority of the perceptions were related to the im-
pact of weather on the COVID-19 pandemic. The
authors collected 166,005 tweets from 23/01/2021
to 22/06/2021 related to COVID-19. Then, they
manually annotated the collected dataset into three
classes for weather impact; i.e. uncertain, no effect
and some effect. They trained five machine learn-
ing classifiers, Decision Tree, K Nearest Neighbour
(KNN), Random Forest, Support Vector Machine
(SVM) and Logistic Regression on the annotated
dataset and SVM outperformed among all classi-
fiers.

Table 1 shows some additional literature studies.
The main conclusions from the table are:

1. Majority of the studies have used sentiment
analysis and topic modelling for understanding
user perceptions in different domains – none
for BCPs technologies.

2. All of the studies are based on supervised
learning and need labelled training data (i.e.
either benchmark datasets or domain-specific
manually annotated datasets).

3. Many of the research studies achieved satisfac-
tory results for sentiment analysis using ma-
chine and deep learning techniques. However,
after the introduction of transformer models
in the paper “Attention is All you Need” [46]
in 2017 by Google, all of the previous models
were left behind. Transformer models reduce
the training time by using the attention mech-
anism. They are already pre-trained on large
datasets and can be used for datasets from dif-
ferent domains using the fine-tuned approach
[30].

Considering these studies, we selected sentiment
analysis as a way of understanding user perceptions
for SBC technologies. Furthermore, to overcome
the limitation of manual data labelling we propose
to use automatic sentiment labels generation tech-
niques [31, 45]. The fine-tuned transformer models
are the new trend, therefore we propose to use them
in our study. We also compare the performance of
the proposed transformer model with state-of-the-
art deep learning models.

3 Methodology

This section explains the overall proposed method-
ology which helps to address both research gaps of
understanding technology user perceptions in the
SBC domain and overcoming the challenge related
to the lack of labelled data. The methodology is
given in Figure 2.
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Table 1: State-of-the-art studies for extracting user perceptions from data collected from social media
Authors

Social Media
Platform

Data Perceptions Technique Type Results

Khan et. al. [25] Yelp
Yelp Challenge

Dataset (2835065 user
reviews)

rating perceptions
to restaurants, ecommerce

Users’ Rating Classification using
Machine Learning

(NaiveBayes, RandomForest,
DecisionTree, SVM, KNN, MLP)

Supervised 96%NaiveBayes

Xuan et. al. [14] Facebook

Facebook Posts
(37426 related to

health, technology, travel,
finance, sports

users interests and trends
(i.e. health, tech, travel, sports)

Users’ Trends Classification using
Machine Learning

(NaiveBayes, DecisionTree, SVM)
Deep Learning (CNN)

Supervised 91%CNN

Alshamrani et. al. [6] Twitter
Tweets (26 million b/w

01/10/2019 and
30/04/2020)

users behaviours and trends
before and after COVID-19

Deep Learning for
Sentiment Analysis

(DNN, CNN, LSTM, BERT)
LDA for Topic Modelling

Supervised 87%BERT

Rosario et. al. [43] Twitter and surveys N/A
users’ experiences and

perceptions for e-learning
tools

Deep Learning
(CNN, BiLSTM, Transformers)

Google, Microsoft APIs
Supervised 61.7% Transformer

Molinari et. al. [35] Twitter
Tweets

(∼13800 related to
URBAN-GEO BIG DATA sensing

investigate citizens’ perceptions
of mobility services for

urban geo sensing

Machine Learning
(NaiveBayes)

Supervised
only 2300 were tagged

and analyzed
7% of were negative

Figure 2: The Proposed Methodology

3.1 Dataset

• SBC Tweets Dataset: We collected histori-
cal data from Twitter regarding SBC technolo-
gies to understand user perceptions about the
acceptance of SBC technologies. Specifically,
we retrieved 29013 tweets from 01/01/2019 to
16/09/2021 using Twitter Academic Research
API. The query wise distribution of the ex-
tracted tweets is shown in Figure 3. We col-
lected the data from the Twitter because it
is the only social media platform which gives
easy access to its content using its API. Also,
the collected tweets are only in the English lan-
guage due to the fact that it is easy to under-
stand what users are saying while assessing the
performance of the proposed method.

• IMDB Dataset: We selected IMDB reviews
dataset, which is a binary sentiment classifica-
tion dataset [28]. The dataset contains movie
reviews labelled into two classes; positive and
negative. The dataset has total 50000 reviews
divided equally into both classes (i.e. 25000
each of positive and negative class labels) . We
used this labelled dataset in order to validate
our proposed methodology.

Figure 3: SBC Tweets Distribution per Query

3.2 Data Pre-processing and Split-
ting

Many of the research studies have shown that per-
forming text cleaning/pre-processing improves clas-
sification results [5]. Therefore, in our work, we
applied several techniques such as converted text
into lowercase, removed URLs, usernames, hash-
tags, punctuations and stopwords. Additionally,
we removed non-English words and converted all
the remaining words into their root/base form.

Next, we used the 70-10-20 data splitting strat-
egy for the above datasets in order to validate our
proposed approach. Therefore, 70%, 10% and 20%
of the data is used for training, validation and test-
ing, respectively. The reason to use only 20% of
the data as a test data is based on the results by
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Guyon et al. in [21], which concludes that the 80%
of the data is always a good proportion for a model
to learn the patterns from the data.

3.3 Sentiment Labels Generation

Once the data is pre-processed/cleaned, it is ready
for sentiment labelling. The manual labelling of the
datasets is a tedious task. Therefore, in this work
we shall propose to replace manual labelling with
automatic labelling techniques. We selected four
existing automatic sentiment labelling techniques.
The selected techniques included Valence Aware
Dictionary and Sentiment Reasoner (VADER) [23],
TextBlob [27], Afinn [7] and Flair[4]. We labelled
the IMDB reviews dataset using these four tech-
niques and compared the performance of generated
labels with the labels from the dataset. The results
from performance comparison are given in 4.1.

3.4 Fine-tuned Transformer Models

The transformer models are already pre-trained
on large datasets and can be used on variety of
tasks like sentiment analysis, named entity recog-
nition and question answering using a fine-tuned
approach [52]. Labelled data is required in order to
perform sentiment analysis using fine-tuned trans-
former models. In our case, the data is labelled
into two sentiment categories, positive and negative
using automatic sentiment labels generation tech-
nique. There is variety of pre-trained transformer
models such as Bidirectional Encoder Representa-
tions from Transformers (BERT) [13], Generative
Pre-trained Transformer (GPT) [8], Transformer-
XL [12], XLNet [50] etc. We selected BERT as a
proposed transformer model for our study due to
the fact that it can be easily fine-tuned on down-
stream tasks to perform supervised learning [13].
First, we labelled the IMDB training and perform
a validation of datasets with one of the sentiment
labels generation techniques selected through ma-
jority voting as discussed in section 3.3. Next,
we trained the BERT model on the labelled data.
Finally, we predicted the sentiment labels for the
IMDB test dataset.

After prediction, we evaluated the performance
of BERT model by comparing predicted with origi-
nal sentiment labels of IMDB test dataset. The re-
sults for the performance evaluation are discussed
in section 4.1. Also, we used several evaluation
metrics in order to evaluate the sentiment features
learning and fine-tuned supervised training models.
Specifically, we used accuracy, precision, recall, F1-
score and kappa score metrics [41]. Table 2 shows
the hyperparameters of the BERT training model.

Table 2: Hyperparameters of BERT Model
# of epochs 10
Training Batch Size 16
Validation Batch Size 64
Learning Rate 1e-4
Optimizer Adam
Warmup Steps 500

3.5 Possible bias in analysing online
social media content

This section explains the possible bias that might
occur while analysing online social media content.
Along with identification of the bias, this section
also discusses the methods we followed to avoid
those bias.

1. Programmatic access to the data through APIs
is often limited: Social media platforms like
Twitter provide APIs to collect/access data
but they set certain limitations in terms of
various aspects like quantity of data to be col-
lected, time frame limitations for data collec-
tion and set of limited query parameters to
access the data [36, 37]. The main bias which
occurs here is related to not being able to col-
lect enough representative data for any topic
or event which could ultimately lead to bias in
overall analysis of the collected data.
Solution - We resolved this bias by using
“Twitter Academic Research API”. The ma-
jor benefits of this API are it provides histori-
cal as well as real-time tweets data collection,
it gives access for historical data in the form
of full-archive search from the complete twitter
database and it supports advanced query pa-
rameter language to get more precise results of
data collection.

2. Sampling strategies are often opaque: Differ-
ent social media platforms have different sam-
pling strategies to limit what and how much
data we can collect from the available pub-
lic data through the APIs. For example, an
Twitter API can return k number of tweets
based on our query parameters but how those
k tweets are sampled create the bias related to
either the data is sampled through most rele-
vant, more recent, etc. [36, 29]
Solution - The Twitter Academic Research
API that we are using for this study has differ-
ent ways to collect data: 1) full-archive search
data, 2) recent 7 days search data and 3) fil-
tered stream search data. All of these ways
return the complete data irrespective of any
sampling strategy.

3. The composition of test and training data sam-
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ples impacts the results: The distribution of
training and test samples in the predictive
modelling highly impacts the results of the pre-
dictive model. Also, the selection of training
and test samples while building and evaluating
the predictive model is a kind of bias which
sometimes result in incorrect understandings
by the model as the model is not exposed
to complete data while training or evaluation.
[11, 42]
Solution - For our set of experiments, we
are trying to handle this bias by working on
1) k-fold cross validation and 2) batching in
train/test split while training and evaluat-
ing the predictive models involved in differ-
ent components of the perception extraction
pipeline.

4. Performance evaluation metrics bias: There
are several performance evaluation metrics for
predicting models such as precision, recall, ac-
curacy, etc. The most widely used metric is
the accuracy but it tends towards bias which
can occur due to the data imbalance between
classes. [24, 38]
Solution - Except accuracy, we are also con-
sidering precision, recall and sensitivity-based
evaluation metrics which reveal performance of
predictive models on each individual class la-
bels. Based on these performance metrics, we
are planning to optimize our experiments re-
lated to perception extraction. Hence, improv-
ing the experiments will result in the reduction
of this bias in reporting of the predicted re-
sults.

5. Individual privacy due to data linkage. despite
the public nature of users’ posts on Twitter,
there is a potential privacy risk that informa-
tion collected for an intended purpose may be
used to achieve other, potentially malevolent
goals and that users could be targeted for per-
secution for their beliefs and opinions [39].
Solution - For the risk of identification, the
collected twitts from Twitter are anonymized
while the data collected still can be used for
extracting useful insights without compromis-
ing the individuals privacy. For the purpose-
misuse, this work as conducted as a part of
the EU-H2020 founded project METICOS2 (A
Platform for Monitoring and Prediction of So-
cial Impact and Acceptability of Modern Bor-
der Control Technology) and the purpose of
the analyze has been indenfities and justified in

2https://meticos-project.eu/

the project’s privacy/data protection impact
assessment.

4 Results and Discussions

This section shows the results obtained by our pro-
posed methodology and discusses the performance
comparison of the proposed methodology with the
IMDB baseline dataset.

4.1 IMDB Dataset Results

This section discusses the performance evaluation
of four sentiment labels generation techniques men-
tioned in section 3.3. The performance results
based on mentioned evaluation metrics are given in
Table 3. Furthermore, Figure 4 shows the weighted
F1-score comparison results of all the techniques.

Sentiment
Labels
Generation
Technique

Weighted
Precision

Weighted
Recall

Weighted
F1 Score

Accuracy
Kappa
Score

VADER 0.71 0.68 0.68 68% 0.36

TextBlob 0.76 0.70 0.70 70% 0.40

Afinn 0.73 0.70 0.70 70% 0.41

Flair 0.82 0.79 0.78 79% 0.57

Table 3: Performance Comparison of Generated vs
Original Labels - IMDB Test Dataset

Figure 4: Weighted F1-Score Comparison of Senti-
ment Labels Generation Techniques for IMDB Test
Dataset

The performance comparison results shows that
the FLAIR technique outperformed among all the
techniques. Therefore, we selected FlAIR as the
technique for generating the sentiment labels auto-
matically.

Next, we discuss the performance evaluation of
the BERT model in combination with the Flair
technique for training the automatically labelled
sentiment data. The comparison of BERT and
Flair with other state-of-the-art deep learning mod-
els is shown in Table 4. Furthermore, the weighted
F1-score comparison of the proposed BERT + Flair
model is given in Figure 5.

From above performance comparison results, it
can be observed that the BERT and Flair model
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Model
Weighted
Precision

Weighted
Recall

Weighted
F1 Score

Accuracy
Kappa
Score

Flair 0.82 0.79 0.78 79% 0.57

Flair + BERT
(Proposed)

0.83 0.79 0.79 79% 0.59

Flair +
DenseNet

0.75 0.70 0.68 70% 0.47

Flair + RNN 0.74 0.70 0.68 70% 0.45

Flair + LSTM 0.73 0.68 0.67 68% 0.42

Flair + BiL-
STM

0.72 0.70 0.69 70% 0.48

Flair +
CNN1D

0.74 0.71 0.70 71% 0.5

Table 4: Comparison of BERT model with state-
of-the-art models

Figure 5: Weighted F1-Score Comparison of BERT
model with state-of-the-art models

outperformed among all the other state-of-the-art
deep learning models with an overall accuracy of
79%. Additionally, the model also performs bet-
ter than the original FLAIR model. Hence, the
proposed approach seems to be prominent when it
comes to performing sentiment analysis for social
media data in a domain where no training data ex-
ists. Figure 6 shows the confusion matrix for the
results comparing the predictions of the selected
model on the original IMDB test dataset labels;
where 0 refers to negative and 1 refers to positive
class label.

Figure 6: Confusion Matrix of the proposed model
on IMDB test dataset

Next, we applied the selected model in the do-
main of SBC technologies in order to understand
user perceptions.

4.2 SBC Tweets Dataset Results

First, we divided the SBC tweets dataset collected
in section 3.1 into three sets; training, validation
and test. The division was made as 2k tweets were
set aside as the test set while rest of the tweets were
used for training and validation, respectively. After
training and validating the model using the process
flow given in Figure 2, we predicted the sentiments
for the test dataset. The extracted user perceptions
for the test dataset are discussed below.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of the user tweets
based on two sentiments, positive and negative.
Majority of the tweets had negative label associ-
ated, with 61% from overall test data for SBC tech-
nologies. The possible reason behind the major-
ity of the negative predicted tweets might be the
date of the tweets used. For this study, we used
the tweets from 2019 to 2021 and in these years
the airport operations along with SBC techologies
were highly affected due to the travel uncertainties
caused by COVID-19 pandemic.

Figure 7: Predicted Sentiments

Furthermore, to relate predicted sentiments more
to user perceptions, user profile and demograph-
ics, we also performed the observations described
below. First, we investigated into the question of
what the most frequent locations of the users who
have posted on Twitter concerning SBC technolo-
gies are. Figure 8 shows the most frequent user lo-
cations based on the tweets counts. Here we can see
that the highest number of tweets are from United
Kingdom.

Additionally, Figure 9 shows the distribution
of the positive and negative user sentiments for
SBC technologies based on their locations. Again,
United Kingdom has the highest number of tweets
with a total of 154 negative tweets and 72 positive
tweets.

Finally, we visualize the year wise count of tweets
for SBC technologies in whole as well as the division
of the tweets into positive and negative sentiments.
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Figure 8: Most Frequent User Locations

Figure 9: Most Frequent Locations Based User Sen-
timents

Figure 10 shows that the highest number of tweets
were posted in 2019. This makes sense because in
the year 2020 and 2021, most of the travels stopped
due to the COVID-19 pandemic worldwide.

Figure 10: Year Wise Tweets Distribution

Additionally, Figure 11 show the distribution
year wise for positive and negative tweets. Again,
the year 2019 has the highest number of tweets with
565 tweets as negative and 407 tweets as positive.

5 Conclusion and Future
Work

This study analyzed user tweets in order to un-
derstand user perceptions for SBC technologies by
combining BERT model with the Flair labelling
technique. The proposed study contributes in two

Figure 11: Year Wise Tweets Sentiment Distribu-
tion

ways: 1) automatic sentiment labels generation
when there is no labelled data exists and 2) apply-
ing the proposed study for extracting sentiments
to understand user perceptions for SBC technolo-
gies. We evaluated four sentiment labels genera-
tion techniques and selected the best performing
one by comparing with IMDB test dataset labels.
The highest performing model was the combina-
tion of Flair and BERT with 79% accuracy on the
IMDB test dataset. Then, we applied this model
on another manually collected dataset by us related
to the SBC technologies from Twitter for under-
standing the user perceptions. The extracted user
perceptions resulted into 61% of the users tweets
labelled as negative about the SBC technologies.
Additionally, highest number of the users were from
United Kingdom. The proposed approach can be
customized for use in other domains where raw data
exists, however there is no processed and labelled
data available. As future work, we are planning
to create a benchmark dataset in the domain of
SBC technologies for sentiment as well as emotion
understanding to improve the learning of proposed
model.
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